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Artist Statement

Eduardo Soto is a Mexican Illustrator currently based out of Portland Oregon.  His work looks

back at the magic that has existed in Mexico since before its colonization. Through the act of

sequential and non sequential storytelling influenced by the literature of the Mexican Revolution,

Eduardo brings forward the aesthetics which have existed on this land for centuries and

centuries. Starting with the practices of the indigenous peoples of Mexico, leading to the artwork

of the Mexican Muralist Movement, and the literature which followed; These are key influences

in Eduardo’s work.
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Written Proposal Final Draft

Through the creation of a 24 page graphic novel I will visually reinterpret Juan Rulfo’s
tale “Pedro Paramo. Rulfo's tale is about the town of Comala, a once colorful town in Mexico
which has deteriorated over the years into nothing but a memory. Juan Preciado is tasked by his
dying mother to visit Comala and find his father to confront him for all the pain which he has
caused her. Ultimately it is a tragic tale of searching for hope where there will never be any. Juan
Preciado encounters the forgotten souls of Comala who share their memories of their town with
him. It is through these stories that Juan learns the history of Comala and of his father, Pedro
Paramo, who he went searching for. Storytelling is a valued practice within Mexican culture and
as a result many Mexican Peoples deeply value the history of their country. Through creating this
graphic novel and studying the Mexican Muralist movement, which visually tells the story of
Mexico, I intend to explore the relationship between imagemaking and storytelling in Mexican
Culture.

Storytelling has placed and defined the value of my ancestry. I grew up hearing stories
about so many family members which I did not even have the fortune of meeting but feel strong
connections to because of the stories which have been repeated to me throughout my life. I feel
the love which they resonated during their time on Earth through the stories which have passed
down and are now mine to pass on to my own children.

“While immigrant Mexican children may be growing up without the experiences of
regular bedtime stories that mainstream children have, it is clear that many are growing
up in environments rich in oral language expression and activities. The extent to which
oral experiences with storytelling might play a similar role in Mexican families of
exposing children to story elements (e.g. character, motive, plot) and building story
grammar as do “story time” experiences with print material in mainstream American
households remains largely unexamined in the literature. It is possible that storytelling
has the potential to contribute to children’s early literacy development, building
children’s background experiences through exposure to story elements, vocabulary, and a
variety of story genres”. (Reese)

Artwork from the Mexican Muralist Movement was constantly present throughout my childhood
and has had a significant impact on shaping my voice as an artist and a storyteller. Rulfo’s story
of Pedro Paramo represents the kind of storytelling that is found not only in my influences, but in
my own household as well as many other Latin American households.

My graphic novel will take on themes of Magical Realism, Mexican History, and
Spirituality. It will push the elements of magic in Magical Realism as a way to emphasize themes
of spirituality. I will create illustrations that visually highlight these magical elements in “Pedro
Paramo”. These themes are in constant consideration when observing the world around me. The
narrative elements of Magical Realism and Spirituality already exist at the center of my practice
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and as a result  highlighting them will come naturally. In order to understand the relationship
between image making and Mexican Culture I will be looking towards art of the Mexican
Muralist Movement which told the history of my country purely through imagery.  “ A movement
beginning in the early 1920s in Mexico in which the government commissioned artists to make
art that would educate the mostly illiterate population about the country’s history and present a
powerful vision of its future.” (MOMA). The art of this movement was created as a way to
visually tell stories to the illiterate population in a magical realist way. The illustrations which I
create for this story will tell the story on their own much like how the art of the Mexican
Muralist Movement does. The narrative will be clear and the compositions of the images will be
strategically designed to clearly describe what is occurring in the story. This will be done through
the exaggeration of elements in both the figures and their surroundings. These exaggerations will
occur within many spaces. The incorporation of different wet and dry traditional media will
allow for organic moments of emphasis through the specific materials being used. Secondly, the
use of color symbolism will play an integral role in establishing the mood of the story. Like
many works of the Mexican Muralist Movement, the illustrations will use lots of earthy reds and
greens. These colors will emphasize the physical temperature of the town of Comala as well as
the constant friction between the themes of life and death found in “Pedro Paramo”. This limited
palette will be subordinated to dramatic lights and shadows and compositional angles. Doing so
will create a cohesiveness throughout the story which will ultimately place an emphasis on what
is occurring in the images.

When adapting the book to a graphic novel I will be creating two versions in both
Spanish and English. Spanish is a naturally poetic language and my hope through adapting it in
both languages at once is that the poetic nature of the story will be carried over from the Spanish
writings and into English in such a way that is natural. This will also be done through a close
read of the English translated version of the book. My audience for this project will be both
Spanish Speakers and English speakers. It will be intended for those who were raised in Latin
American households to be able to relate to the act of storytelling and appreciate the romantic act
which they were potentially raised with. For those who were not raised in such a way, I hope that
they can come to appreciate the act of storytelling and perhaps create certain traditions of passing
down their stories which allow cherished memories to live on throughout generations.

The Final deliverable of this project will be a 24 page graphic novel containing spread
illustrations as well as portrait oriented illustrations printed at 8.5 x 11”. This mixture of spreads
and portrait layouts will allow for flexibility when executing the project. The work put into these
illustrations will be evenly divided between a traditional and digital space. The mediums of the
illustrations will vary from ink drawings to oil painting with plenty of overlap between wet and
dry mediums. These overlaps will occur using the Adobe programs, Photoshop, Illustrator, and
procreate. Through executing this project I will be exploring different amalgamations of
traditional mediums with digital technique. The graphic novel will be printed on a high quality
matte paper bound by a saddle stitch to not only better mimic the surface of traditionally made
art but to better allow this project to age and exist as an artifact which can be cared for in many
years to come much like memories which are cared for through the act of passing down.

My current work embodies many of the elements which will be found in this book. My
work aims to connect my immediate surroundings to my Mexican Culture. I am constantly
looking for any sort of visual poetry which can be interpreted into a work of art. I am constantly
trying to have my influences shine through my work. Influences such as Diego Rivera, Jose
Clemente Orozco, David Alfaro Siquieros. I am influenced by the epicness of their work and
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how it speaks to my cultural identity. I hope that my work will speak to other Mexican people the
same way their work speaks to me. I hope to continue their legacy of instilling cultural pride
within other Mexican peoples.

Storytelling holds a special place in almost every Mexican Household. Many stories exist
as memories which get passed down through many generations. These stories lead many
Mexican peoples to value the history of their country. Through interpreting Juan Rulfo’s tale
“Pedro Paramo” into a 24 page graphic novel and through studying the art of the Mexican
Muralist Movement which visually tells the history of Mexico I will not only explore the themes
of hope, life, and death found in “Pedro Paramo” but explore the relationship between image
making and storytelling in Mexico.
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Thesis Abstract

20 page comic visually reinterpreting Juan Rulfo’s tale “Pedro Paramo. Rulfo's tale is about the
town of Comala, a once colorful town in Mexico which has deteriorated over the years into

nothing but a memory. Juan Preciado is tasked by his dying mother to visit Comala and find his
father to confront him for all the pain which he has caused her. Ultimately it is a tragic tale of

searching for hope where there will never be any. Juan Preciado encounters the forgotten souls of
Comala who share their memories of their town with him. It is through these stories that Juan

learns the history of Comala and of his father, Pedro Paramo, who he went searching for.
Storytelling is a valued practice within Mexican culture and as a result many Mexican Peoples

deeply value the history of their country. Through creating this comic and studying the Mexican
Muralist movement, which visually tells the story of Mexico, I intend to explore the relationship

between imagemaking and storytelling in Mexican Culture.



Thesis Defense Speech

Good Morning everyone, I would like to thank you all for joining me this morning. Today I will
be sharing a project which has engaged me in a sort of conversation with one of my largest
influences as an artist. Juan Rulfo

Who, what, when, where, why, how.

Who : Juan Rulfo, born in Acapulco, spent the majority of his career as a writer in Mexico City.
Rulfo is seen as one of the last novelists of the Mexican revolution. His writings primarily
discuss the violence of the rural environment and the moral stagnation of its people. His career as
a writer consisted of writing short stories that he had written throughout the years.  The short
stories eventually came to be published in 1953 in a book called el llano en llamas or the burning
bush. It was only two years later in 1955 that Rulfo published his only other book. That book is
called Pedro Paramo and it is what this project is centered around.

My name is Eduardo Soto, I was born and raised in the Los Angeles area and spent my
childhood between the U.S. and Mexico as a dual citizen. This upbringing has been crucial in
shaping my identity as an artist. Being Mexican, it is common practice to share stories about our
ancestors. What they were like, the joy and love that they spread, and through sharing these
memories bringing their spirit to the present to continue living on through us. This has shaped
the values instilled within me that I hold true to my heart. Pedro Paramo resonates with me in
this way. Although it is a story of tragedy, it represents the elements of storytelling that have
existed in what I grew up hearing as a child. Stories that intermingle with the history of Mexico.
Stories that have led me to develop a deep and profound fascination with the history of my
country. When I came to PNCA I started out in the painting department. I wanted to make
paintings that were deeply rooted in my influences, artists like Rivera and Orozco. Paintings that
through the use of color and imagery communicated pride in being mexican. I quickly realized
that I was getting bored. I wanted to tell stories. This desire drew me to illustrating as it is a
practice centered around storytelling.  It is important to know this when looking at my work. I
am constantly looking to create a balance between the digital and traditional space.

What: Pedro Paramo is a story about Juan Preciado and his venture to his mothers hometown,
Comala. The story starts with Juan promising to his dying mother that he will travel to Comala in
search of his father, Pedro Paramo, to demand payback for all the years he forgot about them.
Upon arriving there,  Juan comes to discover that the town is a sort of mythological hell. Empty,
and inhabited only by the ghosts of those who once lived there. It is through encountering these
ghosts that Juan comes to learn of what exactly happened to the town. It was Pedro Paramo that
happened. His greed led the town to deteriorate into nothing but a memory. Juan Preciado
becomes overwhelmed with fear and where he came to find hope he instead meets his death. The



story continues after his death and it is from the grave that Juan comes to learn of the man that
his father was and how his greed for land and power led to the damnation of Comala.

This story was meant to exist in a literally timeless way. Comala is written as a place that, like
hell, does not acknowledge the passing of time. Time is slow, and the air is hot and heavy.

During its time, Pedro Paramo was not told how a traditional story would be told. Meaning it
was writing nonlinearly, jumping from past to present, making it difficult to differentiate the real
from unreal. The mythological from the historical. Although he did not theorize about it, it is
through this writing style that magical realism came to exist. Gabriel Garcia Marquez once said
that if it were not for having read Pedro Paramo, he may not have ever written One hundred
years of solitude. If you were to read 100 yrs, you would see the connections it makes to Pedro
Paramo, it possesses the same nonlinear quality, and the same tone of tragedy, these two books
for me, are the keystones of magical realism. I feel incredibly grateful for the existence of pedro
paramo for if it were not for it, another major influence in my life may not have been.

It is in that same way that this project is not what would be considered a traditional comic.

Initially this project was going to exist as a 24 page comic, with spanish and english versions,
depicting the entirety of the book. The more I delved into what that would be the more I realized
just how impossible it would be to describe this 130 page book consisting of an overwhelming
amount of characters and instances,  in only 24 pages.

Rulfo said that he carried Pedro Paramo inside him for many years before knowing how to write
it. He would write hundreds of pages, then discard them. He described it as a process of
elimination.

As I began to hash out the hundreds of thumbnail drawings for what I thought would still be
depicting the entirety of the book, I began to do the same. And it was by the midterm that I was
faced with that same process of elimination. It is through this process that I chose to focus on the
moments leading up to Juan Preciados death in Comala. I felt that these moments, moments of
confusion and disillusion were the most crucial to the overall themes of Pedro Paramo. The
themes of death and hopelessness.

Outside of being a writer, Juan Rulfo was also a photographer and the materiality of a
photograph is timeless within and of itself. It is a moment that we can hold and experience as it



was taken. Pedro Paramo is like a photograph. Or rather, a series of photographs.  Depicting a
series of nonlinear instances that the reader can hold in their hands and experience repeatedly.
Pedro Paramo was meant to be read more than once. It is confusing and upon first reading it you
are faced with so many names and instances that it can be hard to understand what just happened
but if you were to take another look,  when you take a step back and assess what just happened it
becomes clearer and you come to fall in love with the book.

This project exists in that same way. As something timeless in the nonlinear sense.  It is for that
reason that I intended for this project to be experienced in one of two ways. The first being as a
book that can be held the same way we would hold a photograph and experience it repeatedly.
The viewer connects with these moments tangibly much like how we would with an artifact. And
like an artifact, it is meant to age. And as it ages, it becomes something increasingly treasured
much like a memory.
The second way is as a digital, vertical scroll. The images become unveiled much like how the
events in Comala are as the reader progresses through the story. The vertical scroll only permits
the viewer to experience one page at a time allowing for an intimate observation of what is
happening within each panel.

This book is intended to exist first and foremost in Spanish. As it is the language in which it was
written and the language that I was raised with. the Spanish language is a very sacred thing to
me. It is naturally poetic, and communicates emotion in a way which just does not compare to
English. That is not to say that the english translation of Pedro Paramo is not impactful in the
same way but for me it was important to prioritize the spanish version of this project because
Pedro Paramo was written in that language. In order to properly conversate and collaborate with
the work of Rulfo it had to be this way.

During the execution of this project I was faced with many challenges. The first being how to
depict the emptiness of the town. During the beginning phase of this project I was creating
drawings and ink paintings exploring the emptiness of Comala and found that what best
communicated emptiness was not only the qualities of the mediums but the directionality within
the compositions and the sequence of images themselves. The palette begins with warm yellows
falling across the page, leading the viewer across the images. Those yellows shift into a hotter
temperature as Juan approaches comala. Once there, as he acknowledges the lack of the presence
of life the color shifts to a cooler blue representing the feeling of isolation and the fading of hope
and as the story comes to an end the colors shift to an earthier palette representing the death of
Juan Preciado and the convergence of his body to the soil.

Blue spread with eyes.

Yellow spread with “I came to Comala”



Green page

Talk about design challenges - Editing these images into book form was a considerable challenge
as I focused most of my energy into creating the images. I struggled in finding a typeface that I
felt would match and compliment the aesthetic which is present in my work.  I would say that the
final deliverable of this project exists as a proof of concept.

Riff…takeaways
Ultimately, the biggest thing that I took away from doing this project was appreciating the power
of subtle decisions. Decisions in value shifts and intuitive marks. Something that I have struggled
with when creating illustrations is trusting myself. Trusting my hand and my ability to make an
intuitive mark. I also came to have a better appreciation for design. Prior to making this project I
had never worked with panels. Laying them out and composing them was eye opening. That
being said having to think of typography and its relation to my work was again, one of the
biggest challenges that I faced.

Subtle moments, power in subtlety, value shift, value gradation, intuitive mark, the importance of
mark and how it connects to subtlety, design process, realized the importance of design and that
it is not to be overlooked i didn't feel like i quite hit the mark in that realm but again this is a
proof of concept. And although the design falls a little short in my own opinion, I feel that the
work is strong and worthy of being sent out into the world.

So in conclusion, I am happy with the outcome of this project. I feel that I could continue
working on it for a much longer time though. I am happy with the work I produced and I think
that it does speak for itself but I would like to better play the role of designer and go through this
project again and approach it as such. I think that compositionally, my work would benefit
immensely.

But for now I am going to move on with my life and explore different avenues of work. I will be
using this project as work that I could advertise to potential employers. I will be pursuing
editorial work primarily post pnca, I like the idea of using my visual language to tell a story for
other people, people who do not know me who can see my work in conversation with a story and

Talk about the future
Editorial



Visdev
Gallery
Continuing comic

Writing a story of my own to create a project that is similar to this in nature
Possibly at some point in my career, finish illustrating Pedro Paramo in its entirety
But for now focus on getting my career off of the ground and enter the industry as a working
professional

I would like to thank the pnca illustrating faculty, if you have had me in any of your classes,
know that you have all taught me so much. I would like to thank zach rau
I would also like to thank my wonderful wife for dealing with my craziness of coming to bed
well past midnight every single night while working on this project
Lastly i would like to thank my family.

Id like to open it up to the panel and audience for questions.

Bio about
Talk about being a painting major and how the switch was because I wanted to tell stories.
Illustrating being based around narrative was extremely appealing to me but the qualities carried
over into my practice as an illustrator.

Timeless because it is not as linear… nonlinear storytelling.

Why the books were so influential. Visual language is similar 100 years, pedro paramo.

Pedro paramo is like a series of photographs

Scroll why vertical.

Add future,

Add conclusion.



Creative Brief

I. Project Vision - Printed, 20 page non traditional comic visually reinterpreting Juan

Rulfo’s novel Pedro Paramo.

II. Audience - Mature peoples of Latin American Descent

III. Methods & Material s- Mix of traditional and digital mediums. Ink drawings and

paintings brought into photoshop and edited. As well as textures made to create brushes

in Photoshop which were then brought into Procreate to create digital works which

retained the same qualities as the ink paintings made during the exploratory phase.

IV. Comparative Media - The work of Sergio Toppi, Pedro Páramo, Art of Moebius, Aztec

Imagery.

V. Marketplace Application - Printed Comic to be sold through my website as well as to be

used to self promote at zine/comic fairs/expositions. Comics also to be used as physical

promotion to be sent to prospective clients. Imagery to be used in my portfolio.
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